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Market systems programmes working with the private sector need to
understand the incentives of their
partners to introduce new or improved products, services and business practices. They can do this
by unpacking business models to
look closely at core drivers of company decision-making that shape
whether innovations are likely to
become embedded in the market
system. Too often, interventions fail
to scale because they do not generate profitable returns for market
actors. This case is part of the ILO
Lab ‘Business Model for Decent
Work’ series, which seeks to draw
out practical lessons on how market
systems programmes can support
better business models that pass
the twin ‘tests’ of commercial viability and development impact.

Objective: Create decent jobs for youth in agriculture through enterprise development in rural Zambia
Organisations: Implemented as a UN Joint Programme by the ILO
and FAO, with funding from the Government of Sweden
Intervention title: Access to quality inputs
Business model type: Combination of ‘resell’ (input suppliers retailing
through agrodealers) and licensee (agrodealers setting up commission-based agents under franchise).
Key constraints the intervention aims to solve:
Potential Customers:
¡¡ Limited access to and awareness of productivity-enhancing agricultural inputs among farmers1
Input Supplier and Distributors:
¡¡ Limited appreciation among supply chain actors about the wants,
needs and business opportunity of the rural smallholder farmer
market segment
¡¡ High concentration of smallholder farming activity in a single peak
season (lumpy and uneven cash flows)
¡¡ The current retailer distribution model is not cost-effective and has
limited customer reach

1. Inputs are seed, fertility chemicals, herbicide, pesticide, fungicide, plant protection products (grow tunnel, mesh, polythene etc.) and irrigation equipment (e.g. pumps)
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Systemic change vision: Market actors in- there sufficient demand for off-season innovate commercially viable last mile distri- puts to justify the investment? Will the agent
bution channels which can both generate business model be lucrative enough for the
youth-suitable jobs, and meet the needs of agents to make a living?
smallholder farmer customers through im- Agro-dealers had so far used a traditional
proved availability, affordability and higher retail business model, involving ‘bricks and
quality inputs2.
mortar’ outlets. But these supply arrangements only generated revenues during the
Status: Pilot covering one agricultural season peak season and their shops often lay idle
the rest of the time – while still incurring
Timeframe: Yapasa began in 2013, but the year-round fixed costs such as lease and
access to inputs intervention ran from 2017- staff. They also tended to be placed in cen2018
tral larger market catchment areas, far from
hard-to-reach remote rural and peri-urban
Background: Yapasa initially had a portfolio smallholder farmers.
of interventions including access to inputs, Yapasa came up with two alternatives. The
access to entrepreneurship services and first was storeless retail, where inputs would
stakeholder coordination in both soya and be chosen from a catalogue and orders
aquaculture value chains. However, over time placed remotely. Agro-dealers were sceptical:
the project shifted from a narrow focus on Unless farmers see in-person that inputs are
specific value chains to working across whole effective, they will be unwilling to buy. The
market functions such as distribution of in- second was a blend of a franchise and computs and provision of aggregation services.
mission-based models, where agents would
be hired on a pay-per-sale basis to run local
Partnership development: Inspired by the marketing and retail on behalf of the agroagro-inputs work of Kenya Market Trust, Ya- dealer. Here, Yapasa saw there was traction.
pasa pitched a sales promotion partnership
to the fish feed company they had been part- Partnership selection criteria: Yapasa prenering with in a different intervention. The sented the model to all agro-dealers they had
partner took many months to respond to this spoken to who already had some last mile in‘test balloon’ idea, and Yapasa attributed this put distribution initiatives targeting the main
to a lack of interest.
crop season to service FISP beneficiary farmers (see below for more on FISP).
As a result, Yapasa went back to the drawing board to visit target regions in the remote
Northern part of the country. Through a previous intervention in soybean inputs, Yapasa
had identified agro-dealers – who focus on
retailing and distributing agricultural and
livestock inputs - as a key market player intermediary. Markets in Northern Zambia are
thin and under-developed, so Yapasa was
able to speak to almost all of the major market players. Most agrodealer wholesalers and
retailers were tentatively interested in the
idea of diversifying their distribution channels, but had reservations: Can intermediary
agents or franchisees really be trusted? Is

Market player partners: Four
crop and aquaculture agro-dealers agreed to pilot the model in
Luapula Province, Northern Province and North Western Province
– including the fish feed company
to who they had initially pitched.
Secondary market players: Three
input companies who provide
stock to the agro-dealers on
credit.
Company overview: A, B, C, D.
Company*

Current number Current number Notes
of staff
of retail outlets

A

78

8

Largest partner in terms of
turnover. Well-established
and rapidly growing business.

B

25

7

Well-established business

C

7

4

New business (less than 5
years old)

D

37

140

Spun out of company B.
Established business (less
than 5 years old)

*Company names have been removed to
preserve commercial confidentiality.

2. Last mile is a supply chain management term used to
describe the final step in delivering a product to the endconsumer.
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Creating shared value in the Dominican Republic banana industry

The Business Model

Innovation: How the model is different from
business-as-usual. Agro-dealers are experimenting with a new distribution channel and
Summary: Yapasa is supporting independent new strategy to target off-season sales and
agro dealers to grow their input distribution remotely located farmers. These dealers are
network through Community Agro Dealers entrusting their stock and sales to local-level
(CADs). The model is built on the physical agents. They are also more systematically indistribution and promotion of inputs. CADs vesting in demonstration plots, which previact as sales agents, running marketing ac- ously had been done only sporadically.
tivities (such as demonstration plots), holding
Input companies have a long-standing stratstock and selling on behalf of the agro dealegy to support their dealers with producters, and are given a commission in return.
specific knowledge. However, they have never
Several input suppliers are also supporting
before engaged at the community-level with
the model through product promotion and
targeted training.
CAD training.
CADs themselves are mainly farmers, and few
How it works:

CAD 1

Input
supplier

Farmers

Products
Money
Training/technical assistance
Marketing and promotion

Simplified step-by-step process:
1. Agro dealers identify and select CADs
2. Agro-dealers, with support of the input
suppliers, train CADs on the product
range and technical specifications
3. CADs are supplied with initial stock
of up to 3,000 Kwacha through the
agro-dealers3 Company B supplies CADs
with inputs between 8,000 – 10,000
Kwacha.
4. Agro-dealers pay for and supervise demonstration plots and field days, which
are run by the CADs. Inputs provided in
some cases by the input companies.
5. CADs make sales to farmers, collecting
payment and transferring proceeds
6. CADs are paid commission and stock is
replenished by the agro-dealers

Value proposition

Farmers can obtain inputs at the same price by travelling a shorter distance to the local CAD instead of a distant
agro-dealer outlet

Target customers

All farmers with an emphasis on the smallholder market segment

Distribution channels

Expand product reach without having to incur any fixed costs or capital expenditures such as a physical shop

Customer relationships

Grow the customer headcount and relationship. Agro-dealers build their brand image in the eyes of the farmers

Value configurations4

Channel improvement (distribution), which allows for more locally responsive marketing (promotion)

Core capabilities

Technical training for CADs; monitoring of stock and management of delivery schedules. Brand building through
marketing and promotional activities

Commercial network

Deepen existing relationships with input companies, create new downstream partners in the form of CADs

Cost structure

Main cost drivers relate to
▪▪ Variable costs: Agro-dealer staff time, cash cost of demonstration plots, including inputs (where not provided
by the input company), Cost of transportation of the inputs to CADs’ place and monitoring
▪▪ Profit-sharing: Providing a commission to the CADs which comes out of the agro-dealer gross margin
▪▪ Working capital: Having stock tied up in CADs (Carrying and holding cost for inventory provided to the CADs)
▪▪ Other costs: Breakage/Damage and expiry

Revenue model

Agro-dealers provide 5%5 commission on total sales to CADs. As CADs sell inputs at the same price as the fixed
retail store, the commission is being absorbed by the agro-dealer and not passed onto customers. On average,
agro-dealers make a 30% margin across their input range. Profitability therefore relies on two assumptions:
▪▪ CADs increase the overall volume of sales above the value of the margin sacrifice (5%)
▪▪ CAD unsold stock is the same as agro-dealer averages, or if above average, the sales are increased by the
margin sacrifice plus opportunity costs of any product wastage.
▪▪ Two of the agro-dealers are also using CADs as their aggregators of agricultural commodities they are trading
in6

Farmers

Agro-Dealer

CAD 2

Business model elements:

had previously been engaged in any kind of
retail or off-farm income-generating activity.
Yapasa did not introduce the concept of
CADs but used a different business model
compared to previous development interventions. Another donor-funded project supported an input supplier to develop their network
of CADs – with mixed results – since their
agents were not linked to general independent agro-dealers. Yet another project had a
model where the aid agency identified potential community entrepreneurs and tried
to link them with an agro-dealer (but not as
agents of the agro-dealer) and provided them
with business training but not product knowledge – the model eventually failed because
the CADs were not popular with the customers as they were repackaging inputs and selling at high prices.

4. Value configurations are the mix of innovations that creates value for such as a form of new technology, new products or services, or new distribution channel partners etc.
5. The commission structure varies across the products during the peak
agricultural season and will be agreed jointly by Agro-dealers and CADs. It will
depend on the gross margin the agro-dealers receive from the input companies. For off seasonal farming inputs, most of the agro-dealers have agreed to
provide 5% on the sales volume.
6. One agro-dealer pays a fixed fee of 0.1 Kwacha per bag aggregated.

3. CADs exclusively sell the stock of a single agro-dealer. Agro-dealers, however, are independent and source from multiple input
suppliers.
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Creating shared value in the Dominican Republic banana industry

Project contribution: Yapasa advised the just under half the CADs, selling inputs as an
agro-dealer on strategies to identify and agro-dealer agent is not their primary source
select CADs. The project cost-shared a) of income. The CADs reported making an avthe training of CADs on product knowledge, erage of 2,800 Kwacha ($275) in profit over
which was carried out by the input company, the dry season.
b) the running of regular farmer field days
as a promotional activities, c) motorbikes for
agro-dealer extension officers for monitoring
and d) lunch allowances to Ministry of Agri- Business model analysis
culture staff involved in field days.
Progress to date: The four agro-dealers are Environment: Zambia’s agricultural input
managing a network of 76 active dealers, market is shaped by the government’s long80% of whom are youth. To-date sales have standing Farm Input Support Programme
been made during the dry season (with in- (FISP). Under FISP, subsidised maize seed
put sales around May-June), with peak rainy and fertiliser were centrally procured by the
season sales starting in November. All agro- government and distributed to farmers only
dealers have reported increases in sales, and through cooperatives. This served to crowd
there is an indication from three agro-dealers out private agro-dealers, and create a mothat they are adding CAD for upcoming peak nopoly in the hands of a few powerful comseason. It remains to be seen whether this panies8.
ends up being a temporary or sustainable exRecent reforms have led to the roll out of an
pansion of their business. Dry season sales
electronic FISP voucher system, whereby a
were primarily of horticultural inputs – small
wide variety of inputs can be bought at a
volume, light weight and relatively cheap and
easy to move by motorbike. Rainy season
sales of seed and fertiliser are bulkier and
heavier and will pose greater distribution
challenges and costs
Impact: From the CADs’ records, they have
made sales to 3,043 smallholder farmers
during the second quarter of the year, out
of which almost half (1,256) are youth7. For
7. In Zambia, youth are defined as between 16 to 35 years
old according to national Youth Policy Zambia.
8. https://www.daily-mail.co.zm/fisp-the-production-hurdlesand-future/ and https://www.zambiawatchdog.com/agrodealers-left-in-cold-as-govt-reverts-to-fisp/
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subsidised price, up to a certain value, directly through any agro-dealer of the farmer’s
choice. E-FISP is now being widely used by
agro dealers nationwide for selling government subsidised inputs. This has created a
more vibrant market with appropriate incentives for existing agro-dealers to invest in expanding their operations, and for new agrodealers to ‘crowd in’. However, in the coming
season government plans to revert 40% of
the FISP beneficiaries from e-voucher to conventional FISP where inputs will be distributed directly by input suppliers to the farmer
through farmer cooperatives. This is likely to
distort the market and could crowd partner
agro-dealers in the affected districts.
Strategy: There is a high level of strategic fit

between the new model being piloted and
the company’s existing business. All partners
have their main function as an agro-dealer,
while two have a parallel business line as
an aggregator. Rather than an ‘bolt on’ to
business-as-usual, therefore, for partner
companies the pilot is about testing a new
alternative means of delivering on their core
commercial objective. To measure the success of this alternative distribution channel,
agro-dealers are closely watching two KPIs:
Stock turnover (speed and lead time); and
outreach (number of new farmer customers).
Structure: All of the agro-dealers can be
classified as small enterprises, with less than
100 staff employees. Smaller enterprises
tend to have flatter management structures,
and getting access to staff in charge of making marketing, finance etc. decisions tends to
be easier. Yapasa has dealt directly with the
company Managing Directors. Some agrodealers have also assigned a specific focal
person to oversee the pilot, from recruiting
and training CADs to monitoring demo plots.
Operations: Beyond the formal flow of information, goods and money outlined in Fig X,
social capital is the secret sauce underpinning the model. The model relies on good
faith – agro-dealers provide stock to CADs
who are not formal employees but contracted
distributors; so partners have to take it on
trust that stock provided on credit will be
sold (and not used on CAD’s own farms); and
any money collected from end-customers will
be returned to them.
Risk: Almost all of the risk in the current
model is being absorbed by the agro-dealers. Reputational risk stems from that fact
that CADs are operating in the name of the
agro-dealer; if CADs do something wrong
(adulterate products, for example) this will
reflect poorly on the agro-dealer brand. The
likelihood of this risk occurring, however, has
been deemed by Yapasa as low. The more
significant risk is financial. Input suppliers
have not changed their standard credit terms
to agro-dealers, which is usually between 30
- 45 days depending on supplier. So if a CAD
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does not sell their stock in 45 days and pay
the agro-dealer, then the partner is having to
pay cash for inputs without booking a sale.
This could have significant negative effects
on cashflow, which is make or break for small
businesses.
Yapasa has identified two different levels of
risk appetite in their partners. Companies C
and D are very willing to take risks, and both
are relatively new businesses. Companies A
and B are well-established, and more risk
averse. However, risk aversion can be no
bad thing: Company A very carefully thought
through potential risk mitigation measures –
from who sells their products to where stock
is stored – and keeps detailed transaction
records. They even started to adapt the business model by introducing a mobile payment
system to monitor stock levels in both the
CADs and their warehouses. Company C
tried to limit their risk exposure by providing
limited stock and keep replenishing stock to
keep the cashflow going.
Company D, in contrast, is ambitious to scale
– and even wanted to recruit more CADs than CADs-turned-agro-dealers would then pull in
Yapasa initially suggested for the pilot. How- additional CADs, growing the model organiever, Yapasa was concerned that this
cally and increasing the reach to marginhuge risk appetite is not backed
alised farmers.
up by a sound understanding
Yapasa deliberately structured
of the risks involved. Clearly,
The more estabtheir support to the partners to
“
what is important is not an
lished and the bigger
avoid co-funding recurrent
attitude of being willing to
(the company) the
costs, which partner agrotake any risks, but in takmore risk averse the
dealer would need to fully abing on informed risk.
agro-dealer is.”
sorb after the pilot ends, and
new agro-dealers would need
Yapasa MRM Manager
Scale up strategy: Yapasa
to take on without project costhas two options to mainsharing. As the largest cost-driver
stream the business model,
relates to working capital – stock
should it prove successful: lead
tied up with CADs on credit – it refirm leverage; and organic replication.
mains to be seen how the model would
The first would be to move upstream
fare at scale. During the pilot, agro-dealers
and engage the large input companies who provided a relatively small amount of stock
have been indirectly involved in the model. to CADs, but to move beyond ‘proof of conAgri-input companies could drive additional cept’ and dramatically increasing sales –
sales, and could act as an apex organisation which is needed to make the model profitato promote the model among agro-dealers. ble - this stock ‘credit line’ needs to be
However, to overcome the potential ‘free rid- increased, or an investment made in more
er’ problem – where input companies have responsive inventory management and delivlittle incentive to promote independent agro- ery. But as the stock levels increase, so do
dealers as other competing input companies the financial risks being taken. As the costs
would also benefit - agro-dealers would likely of capital are high in Zambia, none of the
need to become sole agents.
partner companies grow their business
A better option may be for CADs to ‘step up’ through external capital, so all costs – and
and graduate to running their own enterprise, the cash investment - must be on their balbecoming an agro-dealer themselves – and ance sheet, which may be feasible for only
not just an agent of the agro-dealer. These the largest agro-dealers.
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CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS:
üü Choosing local CADs who already
have the trust of farmers in the
community, so their product recommendations are therefore more
likely to convert interested farmers
into repeat customers.
üü In order to make last mile distribution commercially viable
without passing on costs to
farmers through higher product
prices, agro-dealers need to make
a healthy margin on the products
they sell.
üü While sales volumes will always be
lower during the dry or off-season,
this can act as a ‘hook’ to ensure
the same farmers buy inputs from
CADs during the more lucrative
peak season.

What Yapasa learned
Neither Yapasa nor their partner companies conducted a break-even analysis to see
how much stock needs to be sold to cover
costs of doing business under a commissionbased model. In short, this means that the
agro-dealers have little idea what volume of
product they need to sell to ensure the new
distribution channel isn’t losing them money.
In theory there is a clear cost advantage of
commission-based agents compared to the
previous ‘bricks and mortar’ model, but this
relies on a number of assumptions about
sales volumes and unsold stock.
It also means there is no clear understanding of the timeframe for the model to become
profitable. Will it return profits after one season, one year, or many? By all accounts, agrodealers are happy and say they have expanded sales and are making money. However,
Yapasa did do a light-touch assessment of the
financial management capacities of partners
and found them to be weak. It is likely that
the full range of costs – fixed and variable,
one-off and recurrent – have not been consid-
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ered and that partner’s positive assessment
of progress is based on guestimates rather
than genuine data. When companies themselves do not have a sound grasp of their own
business model, what role can projects play?
Yapasa believes that financial analysis and
modelling – however basic – is something
that they need to do more of to have confidence in the business model they’re proposing. Yapasa did attempt to work with agrodealers to unpack the financial components
of their existing models during initial partnership discussions, but this did not go into any
great depth as a) agro-dealer record keeping
was poor, and b) there was a reluctance from
companies to share financial information, especially at the outset of partnership development where relationships were still being
built. In retrospect, however, the Yapasa believes they should have “pushed and tried a
bit harder”. According to the Team Leader,
this “would have really helped to develop a
deeper understanding with agro-dealers that
what we were suggesting is a change to their
core business…(The agro-dealers) – some of

them – still see it that they’re doing something for us, rather than us helping them to
change their core business. If we really had
persevered in saying lets help you to build
your business model, share your financials,
and we’ll keep it confidential, I really think
it’s worth persisting with that”.
One factor prohibiting Yapasa from engaging
with partners on a business basis might be
the continued reliance of some private companies in Zambia on development grants to
finance their revenue and asset growth. One
company in the Yapasa pilot, for example,
has recently received a free truck and tractor from another multi-donor funded project,
while others a have participated in NGO
initiatives and inputted into project evaluations. This leads to questions as to whether
businesses are focusing on developing their
internal capabilities to run commercially
successful business, or becoming adept
at navigating the aid landscape to access
grants, which are unencumbered by the rigours of having to think through financial returns on investment.

TAKEAWAYS FROM THIS CASE
1.

Base business models on the market player
reality - which often cuts across sectors - rather
than a narrow project sub-sector view.

2. Iterate towards a viable pilot business model by
bouncing ideas off market players themselves.
3. In addition to having an impact, interventions
need to solve a pain point for market players: If
there is no business imperative to act, or if the
model does not deliver a core business objective, it is less likely to be sustained.
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4. Any business investment decision should be
subjected to proper financial appraisal: Projects
can play a role helping companies think through
the risk-return spectrum and cost structures
where partner capacity is weak.
5. Testing new and improved ways of doing business requires a certain level of risk appetite. But
this needs to be informed risk-taking, not just
about intuition and ambition.

